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A NOTE ON THE SPHERICAL MAXIMAL OPERATOR
FOR RADIAL FUNCTIONS

MARK LECKBAND

ABSTRACT. The spherical maximal operator for radial functions of Rn is

shown to be a restricted weak type Lp bounded operator for p = n/(n — 1),

n > 2. The proof uses methods for restricted weak type single weight norm

inequalities.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to prove the endpoint norm

inequality of the spherical maximal operator for radial functions.

Let Sn_1 = {x G R": |x| = 1} and let da be the normalized rotation invariant

measure on Sn_1.

THEOREM. Let f be a measurable radial function on Rn, n > 2. Let Mf be

defined by

Mf(x)=sup[       \f(x-ty)\da(y).
t>0JS"-1

Then we have the following inequality for f G L™/(n-1''1(R™):

||M/||n/(n_1)i00 < Cn||/||n/(n_1)(1.

It is shown in [1 and 4] that the spherical maximal operator defined for functions

of Rn, n > 2, is an Lp bounded operator for p > n/(n — 1). Simple examples show

that this maximal operator is not a weak-type Lra/'n_1) bounded operator on R™.

However, we show that it is possible to obtain a restricted weak-type L"/("_I)

norm inequality for radial functions of R™, n > 2. This is a positive indication that

the spherical maximal operator may be a restricted weak-type £"/(«-!) bounded

operator on R", n > 2. It is interesting to note that this problem also provides a

nice application of restricted weak-type classes of Ap weights.

2. Preliminaries. The function / will always be a measurable radial function

of Rn for n > 2. The property of / being radial will allow us to interpret Mf as

the one-dimensional maximal operator Mnf on (0, oo) defined below.

DEFINITION 1. Let s > 0 and n > 2. We let Mnf denote the maximal operator

defined by

Mnf(s) = sup /"0„,/r.(í)l/(í)|ín_1dí.
r>0 J

where Ir¡s — [\s — r\,s + r] = [a, 6] C (0, oo), and

i>n,Ir..{t) =
4I>/2)

r((n-l)/2)r(l/2)

2(b2-t2yi2(t2-a2)1/2

(b2 - o2)

n-3 at¿
XlrAt).

(b2 -a2)'
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We shall need to consider other maximal operators which we will now define.

M„,0/(s)=sup|^,/rs,(OI/(OI<rí_1áí,

where the sup is taken over all r, s' > 0 such that 0 < r < s' and \s — s'\ < r/2.

MnMf(s)= SUp f tnJrAWiW»-1 dt
2*"1s<r<2fc J

for k= 1,2,3,....

It is to be observed that the maximal operator Mn is comprised of Mnß and

Mn>k', in particular, Mnf < J2'jLo^ndf- We- use IriS> instead of Ir%s in defining

Mn<of in order to control Mn<kf, k > 1, by Mn>of- This shall be seen in the proof

of statement (b) of Theorem 1.

LEMMA 1.   Let x G Rn, n > 2, and z ^ 0.  Then

Mf(x) = Mnf(\x\).

PROOF. We may assume / > 0. Let Rx — {tx: 0 < t < 1} be the line segment

from 0 to x, and let Sn~1(x,r) = {y G R": \x - y\ = r}. For z G Sn~1(x,r), let

ip(z) be the angle with vertex at x measured from Rx to the line segment formed

by z and x. Then

/ f(x - ry) da(y) = un       f(p) sin""2 ip dip,

where un = T(n/2)/T((n - l)/2)r(l/2) and p2 = r2 + \x\2 - 2r|i|cos(^). To

see this, we first observe that the integrand / depends only on ip. Holding if>

constant and integrating out the other n — 2 variables gives the surface area of the

n — 2 dimensional sphere of radius smip. The n — 2 dimensional surface area is

[(n — l)7r("~1'/'2/r((n + l)/2)] sin"-2 ip. We may find the normalizing constant by

using the well-known formula

/'./o

,»-a.A^_r((n-l)/2)r(l/2)
sin"     ip dip =

T(n/2)

By a change of variables and using the formulas

(i) pdp = \x\rsmipdip,

(ii) [sin iP}n~3 = [\(\x\ + r)2 - p2 I1/2! (|z|2 - r2) - p2\1/2 /2|i|r]"-3, we derive

w„ j   f(p) sin""2 iPdiP = j (Pnj(t)f(t)tn~l dt,

where / = [a,b] = [||a;| — r|, |a;| + r] C (0, oo), and

<t>n,i(t) =4wn
2(b2 - t2)l'2(t2 -a2)1'2^71  ''

(b2-a2)

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

(b2-a2)
Xiit).
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3. The maximal operator Mn behaves badly when the test intervals 7r,s, used

in evaluating Mn, have r > s. To control Mn, we decompose this operator into

Mn,o + J27Li Mnj as mentioned in Definition 1. The operator Mnß is the good

maximal operator that ultimately controls Mn¿ and thereby Mn.

Let vn be the measure on (0, oo) defined by vn(E) — fE tn~1 dt for measurable

E C (0,oo). Then Mn,o/(s) = sup f (¡>nj(t)f(t) dvn(t), where the sup is taken over

all (¡>n,i, I is contained in (0,00) whose center s' satisfies \s — s'\ < ||/|. We shall

show in Theorem 1(a) that M„,o maps L"„ boundedly into L™„ . To

do this we shall use the methods of [2] which are particularly suitable for restricted

weak-type norm inequalities. To begin, we denote g*n to be the nonincreasing

rearrangement of g with respect to vn, that is g„ (t) — inf{s: f„{|o| > s} < £}•

Then we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.   (M„,o/):„(0 < A ß0 •»(«)/£,(*£)#> «"Aere 0 < £ < 00, and

$„(0=    sup    fn(/)(^n,/)*n(i/„(/)0-
JC(0,oo)

PROOF. We observe that Theorem 1 of [2] only requires the Besicovitch covering

lemma. Even though the Besicovitch lemma is unnecessary for intervals, we have

defined Mnßf so that the proof of Theorem 1 of [2] implies our lemma.

From the above rearrangement inequality one easily sees that if $„ G Ln,oo(0,00),

then HMn.o/lln/tn-i),«,,^  <¿||/||n/(n-l),l,i/0-

LEMMA 3.   We have $n G L",oo(0,oo) for n>2.

PROOF. Let / = [a,b] C (0,oo). Then (&»,/)£„(«»CO*) = 0 for í > 1 since the

support of (pnj is contained in /. Thus we only need to show for 0 < t < 1 that

LnJ(t) = Vn(I)((PnJ)ln(Vn(I)t) < Ct-1/".

To do this we first restrict ourselves to n > 3. We consider the two cases

a > 6/2 > 0 and 0 < a < 6/2.
Let a > 6/2 > 0 and n > 3. Then s"-2 > s ■ an~3 > 23~ns ■ bn~3 and

(62 - s2y/2(s2 - a2)1/2 <b2 -a2 < 26(6 - a). Thus we observe

,n — 3

<Pn,l(s) =
4u>ns

2-

62

2(62-S2)l/2(s2_a2)l/2

(62-a 2^
Xi(s)

K     4"-2wn    xi(s)
-  hn-26""2(6-a)     s

and so

(^wo^pA(?) ww*(b-a) \ s rVn

To compute the rearrangement on the right, we equate vn{s G /: 1/s > r} with

vn(I)t = (6" - an)t/n, or [(1/r)" - an] = (6" - an)t. Solving for r we find

(x//«):„K(/)o = [(&"-«n)í+«"]-1/n-

Finally un(I) < (6 - a)6n_1 and the above implies (for a > 6/2 > 0),

/             un \ 1/«

Ln /(0 < 4"-2wn ( y--,- < cnwnr1/n."' w - V(6"-«")* + «"/     - " "
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Now we consider 0 < a < 6/2 and n > 3. Given / = [a,b] and 7n = [0,6], then

■$vn(Io) < vn(I) < Vn(Io)- Moreover we also have

(62 - s2)l'2(s2 - a2)1/2/(62 - a2) < s/(62 - a2)1'2 < § ■ s/b.

This implies

<Pn,l(s) <  -^T^T ^j ^ —

or

(4>n,l)ln(Vn(I)t) <  Ç^ (^   (fi*«»)«) ■

If we let ¿' = (f)í¡ then the computation of the rearrangement on the right is

exactly the same as before. Hence for 0 < a < 6/2 we derive Lnj(t) < cnojnt~x/n.

This completes the proof for n > 3.

For the case n = 2, we begin with

Ms) = 2c2[(62 - S2)"1/2(S2 - a2)-'l2]Xl(s)

^{b2_Ca2y,2^-^-1,2 + ^--2)-1,2^is).

Thus

Xi        Y   (V*W(<h,i)tMl)t) <
(62-02)1/2 (b2~s2y/2JU2\    2

XI Y     (V2(l)t

2-a2)1/2,

To compute the first rearrangement we must find r that satisfies

Ms el: (b2 ~ s2)~1/2 > t}    equals    v2(I)t/2 = (b2 - a2)t/4.

We find t = 2/[(b2 — a2)1/2 • t1'3]. Similarly for the second rearrangement, we must

find t that satisfies v2{s El: (s2 — a2)1!2 > r} equals u2(I)t/2. Again we find that

r = 2/[(62 - a2)1'2 ■ t1'2}. Thus we obtain

L2J(t) < cr1'2,

and this completes the proof.

We are now able to demonstrate that Mn^ is restricted weak-type p = n/(n — 1)

for functions of (0, oo). In the next theorem we shall also prove that Mn¡k is also

restricted weak-type p = n/(n — 1) with a norm constant that rapidly converges to

0 as k —* oo. This is done by relating in some sense Mntk to MWio.

THEOREM 1.   Suppose f G L^(n-1)'1, n > 2.  Then

(a) l|Mi,o/|U/(n-l),oo,i/„  < Cn||/||n/(n-l),l,i/„!

/ ! \ («-!)/«

(b) ||Mn(fc/Hn/(w-i)>00)t/B < Cn ( 2(fc-l)(n-l) J ||/||n/(n-l),l,i/„>

for fc = 1,2,3,....
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PROOF. To prove (a) we begin with

||Mn,0/|L/(„-i),oo,„B = supaK{M„,0/ > a}]«""1'/"

= sup£<"-1>/"-(Mn,0/);„(0-
i>o

The last equality is due to the fact that the decreasing rearrangement is the inverse

function of the distribution function. Applying Holder's inequality to the right side

of Lemma 2, we obtain

(Mn,of)tn(0 < Mnn,oo\\f;n(-0\\n/(n-l),l.

By Lemma 3, ||$||n,oo < Cn. Using

ll/r.í-Olln/ín-D.l-r^-^ll/llnA-D.l,^
and the above completes the proof of (a).

To prove (b), consider a k > 1 and fix a > 0. Let E = {s € (0, oo) : Mn^f(s) >

a}. Given s e E, then i>n,/r(<1),„(0l/MI*n_1 dt > a for some r(s) with 2^k~1h <

r(s) < 2ks. Let Js = (0, s] and Js>r(s) = Js + r(s). We have E c \Js€EJs-

Since {Jt} is an increasing sequence of intervals, we also have E C JT where r =

sup{s: M„,fc/(s) > a}.

We observe that M„,o/(r(r)) > a/2 for r(r) G Jt,t(t) = V(t),t + r(r)}. Thus

Mn<of(u) > a/2 for u G jJt(t),t = Vt ~ r/2, rT - r/2]. This implies

Vn(Jr,r(r)) < C„I/„ (î/r(T),r)  < C^n{M„,0/ > a/2}.

We compute vn(JT) = rn/n and

M-W)) ^ ^[2*-^, (2/£-1 + 1)t] > 2(fc-1»"-1)r".

Hence

"n(^) <  (^-d^-dJ MJr,r(r))

^Cn(2ik-!Hn-l))^{Mn,of>^}.

Now using (a) we obtain (b) to complete the proof.

It is interesting to note that when n = 3, M„o/ can be related to the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal operator applied to /(w1/2) by letting u2 = t. Also, it is easily

seen that the weight w(u) = u1/2 G Ap for p > 3/2 on (0, oo) [3]. Part (a) of

Theorem 1 implies that u1/2 belongs to what could be called restricted weak-type

Ap for p = 3/2.
We come to the main result of this paper.

THEOREM 2. Let f be a radial function that belongs to Ln^n~1^'1(Rn), n>2.

Then

||-M/lln/(n-l),oo < Cn\\f\\n/{n-l),l-

PROOF. Fix a > 0. Using Lemma 1, we have \{x G R": Mf(x) > a}\ =

o~nVn{s G (0,oo): Mnf(s) > a}, where an — |S'"~1|„_i. By Definition 1, Mnf(s)

< ^n,o/(s)+Z]fcliMn,fc/(s)- Thus, since ||-||n/(n-i),oo,K„ is equivalent to a norm,
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we obtain

oo

U-Mn/||n/(n-l),oo,i/„ ^C¿2 ||Afn,fc/|)«»/(n-l),oo,»/» < Cn\\f\\n/{n-l),l,vn,
fc=0

where the last inequality was obtained by Theorem 1(a) and (b). Finally we observe

that ||/||„/(n-i),i,i,n = ßn||/||n/(n-i),i to complete the proof.
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